
JANUARY ISSUE
Hello Royals!

Welcome back to The Current Uproar! This is our January issue! Check out our previous issues
from the past few years on the student newspaper tab on the activities webpage. As always, our

newspaper is open to all students and open to a wide variety of content, so if you have any
suggestions or would like to become a correspondent, send us an email at

nikhiljain04@gmail.com. Hope you enjoy this issue!
Sincerely,
Nikhil Jain
Editor-In-Chief

In This Issue:

Tonga Crisis (Pages 4 and 5) Sports news from the NFL (Page 8)

https://www.reuters.com/world/covid-19-concerns-force-un-prepare-tsuna
mi-hit-tonga-relief-aid-distance-2022-01-18/

https://www.baynews9.com/fl/tampa/sports/2020/07/02/nfl-will-reduce
-preseason-to-two-weeks--regular-season-remains-unchanged
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Breaking through Science
By Carson Macynski

The 3D printer was invented by Charles W. Hull during the 1980’s and over 30
years have passed since then and it has been put to good use. It was used to make
tabletop decorations, keychains, statues of people and animals, and even containers.
Now the 3D printer is going to the next level.

According to an NBC report, 3D printers are starting
to transform the home building industry and demand for
the 3D printed homes that exist right now is “off the
charts” according to real estate agents. In New York, the
SQ4D company began to use clay and similar products to
construct the exterior and interior of homes within a span
of 48 hours in New York and later Tennessee. These 3D
houses were built over Concrete Foundations according
to SQ4D Founder Kirk Anderson. SQ4D is one of the

most efficient house building companies capable of building homes three times faster
with only three workers operating the 3D printers and the cost to build is 40% lower than
the mean average. These 3D printed houses are
selling for about $26,000 per home. SQ4D has
achieved other environmentally friendly goals
including using low amounts of electricity on each
3D printer about the amount used to turn on a hair
dryer. Another accomplishment is being carbon
neutral and producing zero waste product.

Secondly, 3D printing is also being used to
combat climate change. According to reports from CNN, Hong Kong has 3D printed
structures made of clay and biochemical substances that represent the shapes of dying
coral reefs in the Indian Ocean and cause zero disturbance to the water surrounding it.
Particles of salt are attached to these structures and the salt particles are injected with
marine biotic bacteria before the structures are lowered into the ocean. After some time,
fish will begin to feed off these structures and the structure will become a brand new
coral reef that was created by 3D printing technology. The clay used to produce these
reefs is slightly acidic which Hong Kong University students discovered was actually a
good thing. Phd student Vriko Yu and Biology Professor David Baker say these 3D coral
reefs will help stabilize the ecosystems in the oceans by attracting fish seeking
protection from predators and a safe haven to lay their eggs and reproduce. Coral
Researcher Pui Yi Chui warned her coworkers that it is expensive to 3D print one reef
and from an economic lens, it is better to preserve the natural reefs that already exist
rather than trying to replace them.

https://www.sq4d.com/


Finally, 3D printing in China has led to the creation of pedestrian bridges that
have become the backbone of some transportation routes. The 3D printing industry
reported that one of their bridges is nine meters long and the light up features on it are

controlled by 100% Bluetooth technology. Shanghai’s
Wisdom Bridge made the Guinness Book of World
Records for the most advanced micro architecture
details made possible by laser technology and most
technical forms of robotic construction (Or robots
operating the 3D printing process). This bridge also
has enhanced Earthquake proof structures which are
yet to be tested. A 3D printed bookstore made of
mostly concrete is located near the bridge. China also

3D printed a retractable bridge that will open for use July 2022 and this bridge is made
out of triangular panels and split into nine sections by carbonate and the retractable part
of the bridge will be operated by Bluetooth technology. It took a little over a week to print
the entire bridge but the installation of bluetooth technology along with infrastructure
inspection and improvements have postponed its opening day.

The 3D printing industry has been economically and technologically evolving
over the years and this trend is likely to continue as more and more people discover the
benefits of 3D printing.  3D printed homes, reefs, and bridges can be built much faster,
can help maintain the aquatic ecosystems, and can provide protection from tectonic
disasters. 3D printing technology will be getting some more public exposure as it will  be
used to build a 3D printed bridge that will be publicly presented in Paris during the 2024
Summer Olympics.
3D Bridge in Shanghai Unveiled How 3D Printing Can Save Coral Reefs 3D Printed Homes

https://3dprintingindustry.com/news/chinas-first-3d-printed-retractable-bridge-unveiled-in-shanghai-192513/
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/hong-kong-3d-printing-coral-reefs-hnk-spc-intl/index.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/02/25/you-can-now-buy-a-3d-printed-home-heres-a-look-inside.html


The Tonga Crisis Explained
By Carson Macynski

The weekend of January 15th spelled Disaster for
Tonga Australia which was bombarded by a tsunami train
with waves reaching 49 feet after a volcanic eruption 40
miles away distrubed the oceanic system. On January
14th 11:00 PM Eastern Time, Tonga’s volcano blew its top
with the intensity of 600 Hiroshima Bombs according to
NASA after the viral image captured from the International
Space Station was

posted on Social Media. The eruption caused the
darkening of the surrounding skies with ash being
blasted 19 miles into the air according to satellite data
from NOAA. The sonic boom of the eruption was heard
all the way in Alaska and volcanic debris formed a 20
kilometer (12.4 mile) ring with the volcano in the
center. The volcanic eruption sent Tsunamis all across
the Pacific Ocean. The NOAA reported that there were
49 foot waves crashing into Tonga’s island chain. Japan recorded nine foot waves
crashing into the mainland island. Santa Cruz California experienced the most unique
Tsunami response with waves under four feet tall and there were dozens of daredevils
attempting to surf the tsunami train that rolled in despite warnings. A Tsunami wave
about two feet tall struck Hawaii causing more economic damage to the tourist industry
than anything else on the island system.

However, the Tsunami waves did not intrigue scientists as much as the
mysterious gravitational waves released after the initial eruption. German Scientists
collected unusual waves with Atmospheric Infrared Technology that have never been

seen before. These waves were gravitational and they
produced a signal similar to that of when winds blow over
high altitudes like mountains. Not only was this the first time a
natural disaster produced a gravitational wave, these waves
behaved like normal gravitational waves produced by the
rotation and orbit of the Earth. They traveled vertically unlike
other waves produced by aerial disturbance that normally

travel horizontally. In theory, the rapid updraft of hot air from a volcano could produce
these gravitational waves but this is the first time it has ever happened. Investigators
from Auckland University understood magma was trapped under the volcano decades
before the eruption and the seawater only trapped the magma more. Even when
considering this, it is still not enough to explain the gravitational waves that were



produced.  Despite the unknowns and wonders of these gravitational waves detected,
they caused no damage to physical structures unlike the Tsunamis.

On January 20th, Tonga finally reestablished
communication with the rest of the world and first aid has
already arrived to four of the main islands which were
pummeled by 49 foot waves and volcanic ashes from the
eruption which is now being recorded by an eruption that was
powerful enough to “obliviate an entire island” according to a
report from National Geographic. First Aid workers have
already headed off to Tonga to aid the survivors while scientists
scrambled to figure out why the Tonga Eruption was not only
powerful enough to destroy a whole island but they also want to know how come this
volcano released gravitational waves which is something that no other volcanic eruption
produced.



Between Cyanobacteria and Blue Whales

By Kate Westlake

Water is the key to life. This fact is underscored by a post from the American Museum of

Natural History: “All living things, from tiny cyanobacteria to giant blue whales, need water to

survive. Without water, life as we know it would not exist. And life exists wherever there is

water.”

Just like cyanobacteria and blue whales, water is crucial for the wellbeing of another

species: high schoolers. Sufficient hydration plays an important role in a student's cognitive and

physical function. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) requires that schools

that take part in the National School Lunch Program provide water to students during meals.

They, along with the Center for Disease Control, recommend that schools provide students with

water throughout the school day. Woodbury High School (WHS) meets this through numerous

water fountains and bottle refill stations situated throughout the school. However, this drinking

water may not be safe.

The Lead Contamination Control Act of 1988, established by the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA), aims to identify and reduce lead in drinking water. It is recommended

by the EPA and Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) that water from sources used for

consumption gets tested for lead every five years. However, on the South Washington County

School District (SOWASHCO) facilities website it states, “SoWashCo Schools are committed to

providing a safe environment for students, staff and the community. As a part of this

commitment, the district tests drinking water sources for lead on a three-year rotation.” The

school district provides the lead testing reports on this website for transparency and access for

the public. The only report available for Woodbury High School is from 2016. In this report, tests



detected seven WHS water sources exceeding and approaching the level of lead that required

action. These sources include both sinks and water fountains. Although reports are available

from 2018 and 2019 for other elementary, middle, and high schools in District 833, the last

report conducted for WHS was in 2016. This exceeds the promise of a three-year testing window

and the state set guidelines of testing every five years.

WHS students, staff and visitors should have access to water they know is safe. The

school district should be accountable for the promises they make and the requirements set by the

state. Although cyanobacteria and blue whales may not be using the water at Woodbury High

School, the creature between the two on a phylogenetic tree deserves safe and tested water.

https://www.amnh.org/explore/ology/water/what-is-water
https://www.cdc.gov/healthyschools/npao/wateraccess.htm
https://www.health.state.mn.us/communities/environment/water/schools/index.html
https://resources.finalsite.net/images/v1625167168/sowashcok12mnus/y5jduzdrlutvq8vbi98m/R
PT201610819WoodburyHSLIWTestingSummary.pdf

The Struggles of the Los Angeles Lakers
By Nikhil Jain

It is no secret that the Lakers are underperforming. With a record of 26-28, they are
barely in the playoff picture in the Western Conference. For a team with so much star power in
Lebron James, Anthony Davis, and Russell Westbrook, this is extremely surprising. Injuries
have caused the core to not play much together and thus hurt their chemistry but even when
they play together, it almost seems like they are better without Russell Westbrook. He has been
abysmal recently and the Lakers record shows it. They may benefit more from trading him for
other players. There are many possible trade destinations. With the recent moves by Portland to
prepare for the future, Damian Lillard may be eager to get out. With the Kings current struggles,
Buddy Hield and DeAaron Fox may be potential targets. No matter what direction the Lakers
decide to go, one thing is for certain. Their defense and efficiency will need to improve or Lebron
will not be getting that 5th ring anytime soon.

https://www.amnh.org/explore/ology/water/what-is-water
https://www.cdc.gov/healthyschools/npao/wateraccess.htm
https://www.health.state.mn.us/communities/environment/water/schools/index.html
https://resources.finalsite.net/images/v1625167168/sowashcok12mnus/y5jduzdrlutvq8vbi98m/RPT201610819WoodburyHSLIWTestingSummary.pdf
https://resources.finalsite.net/images/v1625167168/sowashcok12mnus/y5jduzdrlutvq8vbi98m/RPT201610819WoodburyHSLIWTestingSummary.pdf


NFL Season
By Nikhil Jain

One game to decide it all. This NFL season has been the best season in recent memory.
The playoffs have had an absurd amount of comebacks and there are no dynasties in the Super
Bowl. Bengals versus Rams is a great matchup with battles between youth and experience
occurring all over the field. Both teams were the number 4 seed in their Conference and had to
win 3 games to get here. The Rams demolished the Cardinals and sneaked by the Bucs and
49ers while the Bengals have had 3 nail biters against the Raiders, Titans, and Chiefs. I can’t
wait to see which team breaks their Super Bowl drought and brings the Lombardi trophy home
to their desperate fans. My prediction is the Bengals win, 27-23.


